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Abstract

Entrepreneurship education has met new challenges in the last few years. Sev-
eral studies show that successful entrepreneurs are important for economical 
growth. However, there is evidence that university education does not always 

-

education programs meet (or do not meet) this task and present an alternative 
approach for entrepreneurship education. In this comment, the approach is 
integrated in current views on a competence-oriented education and discussed 
with respect to its innovative potential.

1. The challenge of university education: supporting competence development

Education is changing its focus. In particular during the last decade, a shift from in-
put-oriented teaching and learning to a more outcome-oriented education has been 
initiated in several countries and for many subject matters or domains. Students are 
asked to develop their competences rather than just spend their time with knowledge 

enable a subject to solve particular problems. Moreover, competences encompass 
the motivational, volitional, and social readiness and capacity to utilize solutions 
successfully and responsibly. Competence thus reaches beyond knowledge and 
skills and may be regarded as a component of active and creative problem solving.

In school classrooms, the standards movements in many countries had particu-
larly brought to teachers’ minds that instruction should enhance students’ compe-

-
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-

university level though important reforms took place. During the last few years, the 

switched from a diploma to a bachelor/master system, but these structural align-

that it lacks precise curricular goals, and that it can be regarded with respect to its 

-

demanding concepts and procedures, must mediate between theory and application, 
-
-

municating entrepreneurial competences.   

2. Business plan and problem solving: between theoretical prerequisites and 
the demands of practical work 

Research suggests that students need to be actively involved in their learning pro-

2000). In order to accomplish this goal, working with authentic problems is sug-
gested. Problems are regarded to be tasks for an individual, which he or she cannot 
solve by straightforward means (Schoenfeld, 1985). Solving a problem presupposes 
an active engagement of the student and a profound conceptualization of the compo-

and realistic context. Applying knowledge and skills in such an environment may, 
-

ent situations. 
Problem-based learning in an authentic context was chosen by Weber and Funke 

-
mentation suggested teamwork between students and (active) entrepreneurs as a 

-

learning environment included self-regulated learning and continuous assistance, of-
fered individual as well as collaborative opportunities to learn, supported different 
types of teaching and learning, and also encompassed blended learning. 

-
fold manner in this work. On the one hand, the problems presented are authentic and 
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students are solving the problems in teams, which have to self-organize their work. 
With respect to the future work of an entrepreneur, this is an authentic situation to 

education still makes intensive use of teaching methods that address large groups of 
students at the same time. Active participation is hardly encouraged due to a huge 
number of students. However, we know that successful learning builds up on an ac-

-

Weber and Funke implement general paradigms of teaching and learning into 

-
tance of a subject matter education, which is embedded in the general educational 
science as an integral part of this science. 

3. Discussion 

-

showed better scores for teamwork than the control group. So «teaching counts» is 
an important message we get from this study. It is not the only message, and, in my 
view, it is probably not the most important message.

-
poses subject-matter knowledge, pedagogical content knowledge, and pedagogical 
knowledge (Shulman, 1986). Obviously, there is no teaching without content and no 

knowing facts and procedures or teaching a subject are fully different aspects within 

content will always play an important role. 

like mathematics, physics, or chemistry (and others). It seems that being well-estab-

-
cepted that its concepts and methods have to be presented in a way that children 
understand and which supports their view on the subject. Accordingly, there is pro-
found research which takes the subject matter as well the needs of the learners into 
account. However, this research is mostly restricted to the school context. 

Subject matter education at the university level is rare and can be seen as an 

not have school instruction counterparts. Entrepreneurship education must be seen 

evidence that it is a challenging task to establish standards for teaching and learning 
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